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Summary. It is shown that any power An, n > 2, of a finite fc-element algebra A, k ^ 2, 
has factorable tolerances whenever the power A4* ~3* has the same property. 
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A MS classification: 08A05 
In [3] R. Willard proved that congruences on any power An , n ^ 2, of a finite fc-
element algebra A, Jb ^ 2, are factorable whenever the power A* +**-* has the same 
property. The aim of this paper is to find an adequate exponent for factorability of 
tolerances on powers of a finite algebra. 
Definition 1. Let Ci, . . . , Cn , n > 2, be algebras of the same type. We say that 
the product B = C\ x . . . x Cn has factorable tolerances if for any tolerance T on B 
we have T = T\ x . . . x Tn where 7} is a tolerance on C,-, t ^ n. 
N o t a t i o n 1. Let C\, . . . , Cn, n > 2, be algebras of the same type, B = 
Ci x . . . x Cn . The elements of 2? are denoted by x, u, v, . . . , i.e. x = 
, . . . , where x*, t**, v< € Q , j .$ n. Let / , J be disjoint index 
"tiГ 
, v = 
"t>Г 
. " * . . v n . 
sets such that IU J = { 1 , . . . , n}. If 
( ti< for t € I vi for t 6 J 
Tti/l 
then x can be expressed in the form x = I I. 
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N o t a t i o n 2. Let s% V, u% v be elements of an algebra B. The symbol 
TB((*> y) i («, v)) denotes the least tolerance on B containing the pairs (z, y), (u, v) € 
B2. 
N o t a t i o n 3. Let Ci, •••> C», n ^ 2, be algebras of the same type, B = 
Ci x . . . x Cn. Denote 
tf(B) = { (a, fc, c, d, e, f) e B6; Vt ^ n either (a,-, fe) = (c,, ds) 
or (ai,bi) = (e,-,/,)} 
and, further, 
T(B) = { (a, 6, c, c/, e, 0 € B6; Vt ^ n either (at,6t) = (c,-, d{),</, = e, = /, 
or a, = bi = d, = e< = /, 
or a,- = 6j = ti = /,-, Ci = </,-
or (af«, hi) = (et-, / , ) , 6f = ct = rff}. 
Lemma 1. LetCi, •••> Cn- n ^ 2, be algebras of the same type, B = CiX.. .xCn . 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B has factorable tolerances; 
(2) (c, cf), ( e , f ) € T impiies / C/ , 7 \ eT for any elements c, d,t,f£ B, 
an tolerance T on B and any disjoint index sets I, J, IU J = {1 , . . . , n}; 
(3) ( | 1, d!\)eTB((c,d),(e,f)) holds for any elements c,d,t,f eB and 
any disjoint index sets I, J, IU J = {1,...-, n}; 
(4) (a, 6, c, c/, e, 0 € Q(B) implies (a,b) £ TB((c, d), (e, /*)) for any elements 
a, 6, <r, J, e, f e B; 
(5) (a, b, c, </, e, f) € r(B) impiies (a,b) € TB((c,d) ,(e,f)) for any elements 
a,6,c,c/,e,f E B. 
Proof . (1)=> (2): Suppose that (c, c/), (e, f) £ T for a tolerance T on B. By 
hypothesis T = Ti x . . . x Tn for some tolerances 7} on C», t -$ n. Then (c,-, </,-), 
(«•,/<) € 7i, i $ n, and so (ct-,d,) 6 7J, t € I, (c,-,/,) € l i , t € / , for any disjoint 
index sets /, / , I U J = {1 , . . . , n}. In other words, we have / , \ € 
Ti x . . . x Tn = T. 
(2) => (3) is trivial. 
(3) =» (4) follows from the definition of p(B). 
(4) => (5) is evident since T(B) C Q(B). 
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(5) =* (4): Let (a, b, e, d, e, f) € tffl). Then 
^^--(mmmmi) 
for some disjoint index sets / , J, I U J = { 1 , . . . , n}. If / = 0 or J = 0 then the 




= r ««[:M£]»s r " 




















C TB«c, d)) V TB«e, 0 ) = TB((c, d), (e, f)), 
by (ii) and (iv). 
(4) => (3): See again the definition of g(B). 
(3) => (2): Let T be a tolerance on B and let (c,d), (e,f) € T. Then evi-
dently TB«c, d), (e, 0 ) C T and further /\* , f* 1 \ G TB((c, d), (e, f)) for 
any disjoint index sets J, J, / U J = { l , . . . , n } , by hypothesis (3). Altogether, 
(2) => (1): Let T be a tolerance on B = Ci x . . . x Cn. Denote by 7} the projection 
of T on Ci} i.e. T< = {(*,-,#) € C?; (x,y) 6 T for some x, y 6 B}, i ^ n. The 
inclusion T C Ti x . . . x Tn is trivial. Conversely, let (i/, v) G Tx x . . . x Tn. Then 
there are pairs (c, d), (e, f) G T such that (tii,vi) = (ci,di) and (ti2,V2) = (c2,/2). 
Choose index sets / = {1}, J = {2, . . . ,n} and apply the hypothesis (2) to the 
ci* 







t e я . Jn. 
G T. Repeating this process we find that (u, v) G T, as required. 
The proof is complete. 
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Lemma 2. Let B, C be algebras of the same typet <p a homomorphism from B 
to C Then (a, b) G TB((c, d), (e, /)) implies 
<*>(«), VW» G Tc((<p(c), <p(d)), Me), <p(f))) 
for any elements a, 6, c, d, e, / € B. 
P r o o f . The assumption (a, b) G TB((c, d) , (e, /)) can be rewritten to 
a = t(c, d, e, f,bi,..., tm), 
b-t(d,c,f,e,bi,...,bm) 
for some elements b\, ..., 6m G B and a (44- m)-ary term t, see e.g. [2]. Applying <p 
to the above equations (*) we immediately get 
<p(d) = t(y>(c), ^(cf), p(e), y>(/), <p(h),..., p(tm)), 
which means that (p(a), p(6)) € T c ((<p(c), <p(d)), (<p(e), <p(f))), see [2] again. • 
N o t a t i o n 4. Let A be an algebra, n ^ 2, P i , . . . , p n : A
n —• A canonical 
projections, and 5 a subset of An. Then pf, ..., pn denote the restrictions of p i , . . . , 
Pny respectively, to 5. 
Theorem. Let A be a finite algebra. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) An has factorable tolerances for any n ^ 2; 
(2) .Ar(^) has factorable tolerances. 
P r o o f . (1) => (2) is trivial. 
(2) =-> (1): Take (a, b, c, d, e, f) G r(An). It is a routine to verify that 
(i) (at-, 6,-, Ci, di, ei} /,) G r(A), t < n; 
(») ( ^ ^ ^ U ^ U ^ P ^ P ^ } € r(A )̂); 
ir(ai,6i,ci,di,ei,/i) 
(iii) the correspondence <p: g is a homomorphism 
.9(<*n,bn,cn,dnten,fn)m 
from ATW to A" which sends P\{A\PI{A\PI{A\P\{A\P\{A\PI{A) to a, b, c, d, e, f, 
respectively. 
By hypothesis AT(A) has factorable tolerances and so (ii) implies 
(*) (P?A),P?A)) 6 TA«> ((p?
A),P?A)) ,(P?
A),P?A))), 
by Lemma 1(5). Applying the homomorphism <p to the relation formula (*) we obtain 
(a,b)eTAn((c,d),(*tf))> 
see Lemma 2. In this way we get that (a, b, c, d, e, f) € r(An) implies (a, b) G 
T*»» Uc» <0 > (•> 0)) which establishes the factorability of tolerances on algebra An, 
by Lemma 1(5) again. The proof is complete. D 
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Corollary. Let A be a finite k-element algebra, Jb ^ 2. Tie following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) An baa factorable tolerances for any n ^ 2; 
(2) A4k*~$* bas factorable tolerances. 
Proof. Evidently card r(A) = 4Jb2 — 3Jb whenever card A = Jb. D 
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Souhrn 
TOLERANCE NA MOCNINÁCH KONEČNÉ ALGEBRY 
JAROMÍR DUDA 
V článku je ukázáno, že libovolná mocnina An, n > 2, konečné Jb-prvkové algebry A, 
Jb > 2, má rozložitelné tolerance, jestliže tuto vlastnost má již mocnina A4k ~3*. 
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